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Abstract— 
Mobile specific web pages take issue considerably from their desktop counterparts in content, 

layout and practicality. Consequently, existing techniques to observe malicious websites square 

measure unlikely to figure for such web pages. During this paper, we have a tendency to style and 

implement beat up, a mechanism that distinguishes between malicious and benign mobile web 

pages. beat up makes this determination supported static options of a webpage starting from the 

quantity of frames to the presence of far-famed fallacious phone numbers. First, we have a 

tendency to through an experiment demonstrate the necessity for mobile specific techniques so 

determine a variety of latest static options that extremely correlate with mobile malicious web 

pages. we have a tendency to build a browser extension victimization beat up to safeguard users 

from malicious mobile websites in time period. In doing therefore, we offer the primary static 

analysis technique to observe malicious mobile web pages. 

Index Terms: Mobile security, web pages, web browsers, machine learning 

I. Introduction 
Mobile-specific web pages differ 

significantly from their desktop counterparts 

in content, layout, and functionality. 

Accordingly, existing techniques to detect 

malicious websites are unlikely to work for 

such web pages. In this paper, we design and 

implement KAYO, a mechanism that 

distinguishes between malicious and benign 

mobile web pages. KAYO makes this 

determination based on static features of a 

webpage ranging from the number of I- 

frames to the presence of known fraudulent 

phone numbers. First, we experimentally 

demonstrate the need for mobile-specific 

techniques and then identify a range of new 

static features that highly correlate with 

mobile malicious web pages. We then apply 

KAYO to a dataset of over 350,000 known 

benign and malicious mobile web pages and 

demonstrate 90% accuracy in classification. 

Moreover, we discovered, characterize and 

report several web pages missed by Google 

Safe Browsing and Virus Total, but detected 

by KAYO. Finally, we build a browser 

extension using KAYO to protect users from 

malicious mobile websites in real-time. In 

doing so, we provide the first static analysis 

technique to detect malicious mobile web 

pages. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Content-based and in-depth inspection 

techniques to detect malicious websites: 

Dynamic approaches using virtual machines 

and honey client systems provide deeper 

visibility into the behavior of a webpage. 

Therefore, such systems have a very low 

false positive rate and are more accurate. 

However, downloading and executing each 

webpage impacts performance and hinders 

the scalability of dynamic approaches. This 

performance penalty can be avoided by using 

static approaches. Static approaches rely on 

the structural and lexical properties of a 
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webpage and do not execute the content of 

the webpage. One such technique of 

detecting malicious URLs is using statistical 

methods for URL classification based on a 

URL’s lexical and host-based properties. 

However, URL-based techniques usually 

suffer from high false positive rates. Using 

HTML and JavaScript features extracted 

from a webpage in addition to URL 

classification helps address this drawback 

and provides better results. Static approaches 

avoid the performance penalty of dynamic 

approaches. Additionally, using fast and 

reliable static approaches to detect benign 

web pages can avoid expensive in-depth 

analyses of all web pages. 

Differences between mobile and desktop 

websites: 

All these approaches for malicious webpage 

detection have focused on websites built for 

desktop browsers in the past. Mobile 

browsers have been shown to differ from 

their desktop counterparts in terms of 

security. Although differences in mobile and 

desktop websites have been observed before, 

it is unclear how these differences impact 

security. Furthermore, the threats on mobile 

and desktop websites are somewhat different 

[26]. Static analysis techniques using 

features of desktop web pages have been 

primarily studied for drive by-downloads on 

desktop websites, whereas, the biggest threat 

on the mobile web at present is believed to 

be phishing. Email filterin , using content- 

based features and blacklists. The best- 

known non-proprietary content-based 

approach to detect phishing web pages is 

Cantina. Cantina suffers from performance 

problems due to the time lag involved in 

querying the Google search engine. 

Moreover, Cantina does not work well on 

web pages written in languages other than 

English. Finally, existing techniques do not 

account for new mobile threats such as 

known fraud phone numbers that attempt to 

trigger the dialer on the phone. 

Consequently, whether existing static 

analysis techniques to detect malicious 

desktop websites will work well on mobile 

websites is yet to be explored. 

Mobile application security: 

Significant work has been done in the past 

few years on the security of mobile 

applications. Static feature extraction, 

especially with respect to permissions, has 

been one of the most important early areas of 

research. Such techniques have led to 

dramatically more rapid detection of 

malicious applications across a range of 

marketplaces. 

DNS-based approaches to detect malicious 

domains: 

A popular approach to detecting malicious 

activity on the web is by leveraging 

distinguishing features between malicious 

and benign DNS usage. Both passive DNS 

monitoring and active DNS probing methods 

have been used to identify malicious 

domains. While some of these efforts 

focused solely on detecting fast-flux service 

networks], another can also detect domains 

implementing phishing and drive-by- 

downloads. DNS-based mechanisms do not 

provide a deeper understanding of the 

specific activity implemented by a webpage 

or domain. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The existing system is called Content-based 

and in-depth inspection techniques to detect 

malicious websites: Dynamic approaches 

using virtual machines and honey client 

systems provide deeper visibility into the 

behavior of a webpage. Therefore, such 

systems have a very low false positive rate 

and are more accurate. However, 

downloading and executing each webpage 

impacts performance and hinders the 

scalability of dynamic approaches. This 

performance penalty can be avoided by using 

static approaches. Static approaches rely on 

the structural and lexical properties of a 
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webpage and do not execute the content of 

the webpage. 

One such technique of detecting malicious 

URLs is using statistical methods for URL 

classification based on a URL’s lexical and 

host-based properties. However, URL-based 

techniques usually suffer from high false 

positive rates. Using HTML and JavaScript 

features extracted from a webpage in 

addition to URL classification helps address 

this drawback and provides better results. 

Static approaches avoid the performance 

penalty of dynamic approaches. 

Additionally, using fast and reliable static 

approaches to detect benign web pages can 

avoid expensive in-depth analyses of all web 

pages. 

Limitations: 

Mobile web pages require multiple 

redirections before users gain access to 

content. 

➢ KAYO also detects a number of malicious 
mobile web pages not precisely detected by 
existing techniques such as Virus Total and 

Google Safe Browsing. 

➢ We experimentally demonstrate that the 

distributions of static features used in 

existing techniques (e.g., the number of 

redirections) are different when measured on 

mobile and desktop web pages. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the existing system, the system 

experimentally demonstrates that the 

distributions of static features used in 

existing techniques (e.g., the number of 

redirections) are different when measured on 

mobile and desktop web pages. Moreover, 

we illustrate that certain features are 

inversely correlated or unrelated to or non- 

indicative to a webpage being malicious 

when extracted from each space. The results 

of our experiments demonstrate the need for 

mobile specific techniques for detecting 

malicious web pages. 

Advantages 

Improvement of two orders of magnitude in 

the speed of feature extraction. 

 
➢ To the best of our knowledge, KAYO is 

the first technique that detects mobile- 

specific malicious webpages by static 

analysis. KAYO enables the detection of 

malicious mobile webpages missed by 

existing techniques. Finally, our survey of 

existing extensions on Firefox desktop 

browser. 

 

V. MODULES 

 
Admin: In this module, admin server has to 

login with valid username and password. 

After login successful he can do some 

operations such as -- View all users and 

authorize and Add Topics with Topic name, 

URL, Desc(enc), Uses, URL Author, 

Launched year, attach Topic image, List all 

topics URLs with ranking order by desc and 

rating order by desc, Set Limit to access 

malicious Web pages and view, List all 

Malicious Web pages(if admin name is null, 

publisher name is Hacker) with attacker 

names with date and time and IP Address, 

List all Malicious Web pages accessed user 

details with date and time and IP Address, 

Block Malicious Web pages accessed user if 

they cross access limit and view the same, 

View all recommended Web pages by other 

users ,View all Web pages viewed users 

details with date and time and IP Address, 

View Topic ranks in chart, view NO. of time 

accessed specified Malicious web page by 

particular user in the chart, View No. Of 

blocked and unblocked users in the chart. 

User: In this module, User should register 

before searching the Website contents. After 

registration successful the user can login by 

using valid user name and password. After 

Login successful the user will do some 

operations --- View profile, Search Web 

pages by content keyword - Display only 
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topic name order by description and Web 

pages and then click on topic name to view 

all details (increase rank), and recommend to 

other users, click on web URL to display 

webpage, view all other user recommended 

Web pages, View Top k web pages URLs 

and view the details (increase rank). 

 

VI. METHODOLOGY 

Our objective is to style and develop a way 

to identify mobile specific malicious web 

pages in period of time. We tend to extract 

static options from a webpage and build. 

A web page has many elements together with 

hypertext mark-up language and JavaScript 

code, images, the URL, and also the header. 

Mobile specific sites additionally access 

applications running on a user’s device 

victimization net genus Apis  (e.g., the 

dialer). we tend to extract structural, lexical 

and quantitative properties of such elements 

to come up with kAYO’s feature set. we tend 

to target extracting mobile relevant options 

that take negligible extraction time. Our 

hypothesis is  those options ar robust 

indicators of whether or not {a net|an 

internet| an online} page has been designed 

for helping a user in their web browsing 

expertise or for malicious functions. 

Our feature set consists of forty four options, 

eleven of that are new and not antecedently 

known or used. we have a tendency to 

describe these new options well. A set of 

options in beat up are employed by 

alternative authors in static scrutiny of 

desktop web content within the past.5 

However, it's vital to notice that these 

options in mobile web content and desktop 

web content take issue in magnitude (e.g., 

range of iframes) and show variable 

correlation with the character of the online 

page (i.e., malicious/benign). 

We collect eight mobile specific features to 

capture the advanced capabilities of mobile 

web pages. Mobile websites enable access to 

personal data from a user’s phone, an 

experience not offered by desktop websites. 

For example, mobile web APIs such as tel: 

and sms: spawn the dialer and the SMS 

applications respectively on a mobile device. 

In order to characterize the behavior of 

mobile API calls, we extracted the number of 

API calls tel:, sms:, smsto:, mms: and 

mmsto: from each mobile webpage. We 

further extracted the target phone numbers 

from these API calls. We ran the 

commercially available Pindrop Security 

Phone Reputation System (PRS) on each 

phone number. Based on the results of the 

PRS, we gave the score of 1/0 (known 

fraud/benign) to each phone number scraped 

from the mobile API calls, and added the 

score as a feature in kAYO. We only 

extracted phone numbers with API prefixes 

that could trigger an application installed on 

a user’s phone. We did not consider phone 

number strings simply listed on web pages 

without an API prefix. We argue that due to 

the popularity of application markets such as 

Google play and iTunes, a website hosting its 

own mobile application binary (e.g., .apk or 

.ipa files) possibly suggests bad behavior. If 

we found more than a threshold (in the few 

hundreds) of apk/ipa files on the same 

webpage, we assumed that the webpage was 

a third-party app store (of which there are 

many) and was unlikely to be malicious. 

JavaScript enables client-side user 

interaction, asynchronous communication 

with servers, and modification of the DOM 

objects of webpages on the fly. We extract 

10 features that capture the JavaScript 

relevant static behavior of a webpage, two of 

which are new. All the features are faster to 

extract than the features based on JavaScript 

deobfuscation. 

JavaScript found on malicious web pages can 

be obfuscated. Instead of deobfuscating 

every JavaScript, we extract simple 

JavaScript related features from a webpage. 

The primary reason in choosing this 

approach is that a large number of benign 
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web pages include potentially dangerous 

JavaScript code as shown by Yue et al.. For 

example, 44.4% of the top 6,805 websites 

from Alexa use the potentially dangerous 

eval function. These observations invalidate 

the assumption made in existing techniques; 

that potentially dangerous JavaScript 

keywords are more frequently used in 

malicious webpages. Secondly, external 

JavaScript can be very large, sometimes of 

the order of a few megabytes. Our goal is to 

build a real-time browser extension based on 

kAYO. Accordingly, we avoided using 

features that would slow down the feature 

extraction process. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Mobile web pages are significantly different 

than their desktop counterparts in content, 

functionality and layout. Therefore, existing 

techniques using static features of desktop 

web pages to detect malicious behavior do 

not work well for mobile specific pages. We 

designed and developed a fast and reliable 

static analysis technique called kAYO that 

detects mobile malicious webpages. kAYO 

makes these detections by measuring 44 

mobile relevant features from webpages, out 

of which 11 are newly identified mobile 

specific features. kAYO provides 90% 

accuracy in classification, and detects a 

number of malicious mobile webpages in the 

wild that are not detected by existing 

techniques such as Google Safe Browsing 

and VirusTotal. Finally, we build a browser 

extension using kAYO that provides real- 

time feedback to users. We conclude that 

kAYO detects new mobile specific threats 

such as websites hosting known fraud 

numbers and takes the first step towards 

identifying new security challenges in the 

modern mobile web. 
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